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and incomprehensible, as always
when the ~caustics are bad and
the company is in any event not
disposed to listen. When at last
we thought we were ready to
play, a tournament director, ·
doubtless . acting according to
instructions, spoke for twentymicrophone,
five minutes into
explaining the various m~rioeuyres
that had to be executed in respect
of score-sheets, record cards and _
the rest of the paraphernalia.
The four-fifths of the audtence
who don't readily follow English
naturally began to chatter. It
seems to be an occupational
disease among tournament committees to suppose that there is .
any value in these protracted
orations. There ·is no substitute
for brief written ·instructions on
the tables.
We ' found Iceland strong
opponents in the first match.
The sensation of the round was
Lebanon's recovery from a halftime deficit to bea~ one of the
American teams.

This wqnderfully handsome
city, with its tree-lined boul~
vards, fine parks and buildings,
has b'een a revelation to us all, ·
I think. The shops and restaurants
are splendid. On the hurqari side,
an ample display of the attractions
that one finds in any Italian city.
The draw was made in the
afternoon and could scarcely be
worse for Britain. In our section
we have the most feared of the
American teams, two of the
strongest non-seeds in Canada
and Switzerland, and scarcely any
weak teams.

a

FRIDAY

Our depression over "the
_draw was slightly relieved · by
the result of a short practice
match in which we beat the
Jacoby team by a fair margin,
Flint and Gardener striking up
an excellent partnership.
· In the afternoon we inspected
the playing rooms. The accommodation is excellent but it seems
- that there are to be no recorders
and the players will have a lot
of paper work. .

SUNDAY

We defeated the U.A.R. in
the afternoon and took the lead
against the Philippines in the
evening.
The organisation is going well

SATURDAY

On the first afternoon the intro-ductory speeches were lengthy
5

matches, has three times been
in the red for slow play, and '
has been fined a vi~tory point.

except for the very important
matter of posting the scores
promptly at the end · of the
sessions. This was deplorable
at Palermo and looks like being
the same here.
The American teams have been
less convincing so far than the
European favourites and opinion
is begin-n ing to harden . that the
Crawford team is. the only one
- likely to threaten the Italians
and French. No one gives Britain
much . chance-apart from one
or two habitually confident ·
Britishers, mentioning no names.

TUESDAY

The Canadians didn't play so
well against us, but they remain
a point ahead of the Crawford
team. In ·the other sections the
Goren team is well placed; the
Jacoby team must avoid a loss
against Sweden 2. At the moment
I don't think anyone would lay
heavy odds against the finalists
being the European big three,
Italy, France and Britain, all
unbeaten so far, and three American teams: with the odds still on
Italy and France.

MONDAY

Come what may in the future,
this has been an epoch-making
day. Taking advantage of all
the luck that was going our way,
we have defeated the American
champions by 50 I.M.P.
In the evening Canada, five
down at half-time, beat the same
American team by 13. A pleasant
1
touch of juvenile excitemen t was
presented by an enormous young
Canadian, when the result was
known, jumping up and down
in the playing room, uttering
wild war whoops and crying
"We've beaten 'em, we've beaten
'em!"
At this stage one of the American teams, the Stakgold-Harmon
combination, has the remarkable
score of minus one victory point.
The team has lost three close

WEDNESDAY

The weather has changed very
much for the worse but Britain's
luck holds. We beat Switzerland
in the afternoon and in the evening restored the situation against
Austria, to whom we had been
1 point down at half-time.
This has been a good day for
the American teams. They all won
their matches and the prospects
of the Crawford team were improved when Canada, ahead of
Switzerland at half-time, had a
disastrous second half.
Out ladies, after the unexpected
loss to U.A.R. in the first round,
have been winning all their matches. Denmark, U.S.A., U.A.R.
and France are all in the running.
6
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THURSDAY
. With two matches to play, we
are certain to qualify. In the
afternoon we had an easy win
against Finland and in the evening
took the lead against Brazil.
In our section Crawford lost
·to Iceland and has now lost three
matches. None · of the American
teams is certain to qualify with
one round to go, but three are
likely to do so.
Louis Tarlo is happily restored
to the team after the bad fall
that he suffered on Tuesday.

have to play better than it has
done so far; very likely one of
them will.
SATURDAY
After one of the toughest
matches in history we have beaten ,
the Italians by 8 points, the '
minimum for a win.
Schapiro and I began against
Forquet and Chiaradia and
seemed to .do well, but in the .
closed room the redoubtable Belladonna and A varelli duplicated
all our good results. We finished
1 point ahead.
In the next set of 20 I pulled a
FRIDAY
wrong card (quite literally, failing
We dropped a few points to to play a King on a Queen) when
Brazil but still firiished with nine defending Two Hearts doubled
wins out of nine. Italy also won and we had rather the worse of the ·
every match. The French lost one · exchanges. Rose and Gardener
had a fine session and we were '
match and' had a losing draw.
Stayman lost to Germany in · relieved to P.nd ourselves 8 in
the last round and would have front.
In the evening we played against .
been out had Sweden 2 managed
to surprise Italy. Thus the six . Belladonna a·nd A varelli again and
qualifiers are as expected: Eu- this time seemed to have put the , .
rope's big three and the American · result beyond doubt. When we
teams designated V /1 (Crawford), came to watch the last six or ' ·
S/1 (Stayman), and S/2 (Goren). seven boards on Bridgerama (the
Of the non-qualifiers, Denmark pair in the closed room finishes
(th~rd in their section), Sweden 2 half an hour ahead) we were
(thtrd), Canada (third), Bra~il 11 points up and all the remaining
(fourth) and India (fourth) all boards had been average or better
for us. But Forquet and ChiaraPUt up excellent performances.
Italy remains favourite in dia played a tremendous game,
popular estimation with Britain picking up a point here and a
and France close b~hind. Any of point there. When the last hand
the American teams, to win, will came up we were 10 in front and
7
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in our room had defeat~d JNT
by one trick, vulnerable. Chiaradia found a different lead and
beat the same contract ·by two
tricks-just not enough to secure
a losing draw. This 'Yas a finely
played match by both teams.
In the other matches :france
beat Stayman and Goren had a
winning draw against' Crawford. ·

SUNDAY
That o~r first big win .over
Crawford was not the ·miracle
it seemed to be at t~e time was
established when we beat him
this time by 66 points. Our three
pairs all played finely.
Italy lost by 11 points to
Stayman, so we have the unprecedented picture of Italy at
the bottom of the table. The
French meanwhile lost to Goren
by exactly 8 points. This day's
results appeared to suit us well.
MONDAY
Playing against
Stayman,
Schapiro and I began with a
moderate session against Grieve
and Rubin. Gardener and Rose
had the advantage in their room
and we finished a few points i~
front.
In the next 20 Schapiro and I
were in front of the cards against
Jacoby and Rubin, but this time
Mitchell and Rubinow did well
for the opposition and we gained
less than we had expected. In the

\

last session Flint and Swimer had a
sensational set and a match of
uneven quality ended in a win by
40 points.
Italy beat Goren and France
beat Crawford, who now lies
bottom of the table.
We are theoretically well placed
now, for even if we lose to France
to-morrow we should win on
quotient if we beat Goren on the
final day.
TUESDAY
Playing France, we were 9
points down after 20 boards.
I missed the chance of a game
against Ghestem and Bacherich.
In the second session Schapiro
made two mistakes in dummy
play and we were l8 down. In
the evening Flint and Swimer,
playing on Bridgerama, did all
that could be expected on a dull
set of boards. Rose put a game
contract on the floor. That made
four errors · in dummy play,
enough to account for our loss by
21 points. The Goren team lost,
so now only Britain or France
can win. We are equal on victory
points and our quotient is appreciably better.
· In the meantime our ladies have
scored only 1 victory point in
their last three matches and have
finished fourth to U.A.R., France,
Denmark. A most creditable ?nd
unexpected win for the Egyptian
ladies.
8

WEDNESDAY
ped 5 victory points, France 11,
In-the morning session Schapiro Italy 16, Goren 19, Crawford 23.
and I, Flint and Swimer, .put on
France, with three equal pairs,
25 points against the Goren ·mostly younger than ours, stayed
team. France led . Italy by 9. the distance· best. They were
You couldn't have named the odds worthy winners even if we were
in our favour.
unlucky losers. Crawford, with
In the afternoon Schapiro and, 9 victory points in the final,
I, despite some errors, · had a finished third, fighting back
reasonably good score, but Mathe gallantly after a disastrous start.
and Allinger had a fine set against Goren was fourth (the team for
Gardener and Rose. We dropped the most part - was Mathe8 points to lead by 17. Fran~e Allinger, Schenken-Ogust), Staywent well ahead of Italy. Now man fifth, Italy sixt~.

·the issue was surprisingly open
again.

A LETTER FROM THE
BRITISH CAPTAIN
THE EDITOR,
British Bridg~ World.
Sir,
The British team was so close
to victory at the World Olympiad
that the generally expressed disappointment has tended to obscure
the team's magnificent performance in finishing .second in the
strongest field ever assembled.
As non-playing captain of the
team I am not restricted as the
players would be in discussing
their performance.
Before the event started none
ofthetipsters gave the team better
than an outsider's chance and
even the most optimistic of its
supporters would have happily
settled for qualification into the
final pool and third or fourth

In the final session, tragedy.
Schapiro had been shaky for two
days, but Rose and Gardener were
not in the mood to continue. We
sta_rted reasonably in the open
room, but ·Schapiro, . apparently
tired and overanxious, b·egan to
make mistakes. Flint and Swimer
had a very fair session but we dropped 13 points to end with a winning
draw. France won easily, beating
a demoralised Italy by 112 to 55
and finishing one victory poin.t
ahead of Britain.
What can-one say? There were
a hundred things we could have
do~e differently both in team
f~rmation and in play. But we
didn't, and so missed the title,
though our overall record was the
best in the tournament: 12 wins,
I loss, 1 winning draw. We drop-

continued 011 page 18
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in the World Olympiad
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·World.Olympiad Ladies.Seti.es·
·b y ALAN .TRUSCOTT

Round 1
Great Britain lost to . United
Arab Republic by 7 I.M.P., 51-~8
Several circumstances contributed to this first-round reversal.
Mrs. Gordon, suffering from
plane troubles, failed to arrive,
and Lady Rhodes and Mrs.
Durran, making their first international appearance together, had
perforce to play throughout. · The
Egyptian bidding turned out to
have some strange features which
were not very adequately ex- ·
plained. Both British pairs contributed to a loss of 9 I.M.P. on
Board 3:South dealer
East-West vulnerable

• 7 54 3
<y> 10 8 54
0 KJ6 3

.5
.A

WF.Sr

NORTH
EAST

~AJ97l
0 .A 10 54 2
• Q3

• 92
\/ KQ62
0 8
' • K109876

SOUTH

• K Q J 10 8 6

\/-

0
•

Q97
AJ42

· ·In the Open Room the bid.ding
was:
·
SOUTH

WEST

NORTH EAST

Mr~. MrS. L. . Mrs.
Mrs' ··
Whitaker Gordon Markus Camara

}.. 2\/
5'\1

4.
No

No

I

2.

4\/

Dbl.

No

~

It is not difficult to · make
eleven tricks, a~d: East-West
scored 850. Subsequently discussion raged on the appropriateness of No_rth's double, and
of South's final pass. Both have
interesting decisions to .make:
my sympathies are with Sout~,.
for the . double suggests better
hearts i;n the North hand.
In the Closed Room South
opened Two Spades, and North's
interpretation of this. (in response
to enquiry) was a strong 5-loser
hand. Even so, West should
show some sign of life 'and a
double is probably the best action .
In .practice Mrs. Durran ·made a
cautious pass, North bid Four
Spades and Egypt scored 420.
In the second half, facing a ·
deficit of 12 I.M.P:, the British
team had opportunities which
were not all taken. Mrs. Marku.s
and Mrs. Whitaker bid a lay11

. '
NoRTH EAST
SoUTH
down grand slam which was WEsT
· missed by the opposition, but
Mrs. Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
·Mansell Fleming Co/zen F. Gordon
the team was not at its best.
1<vJ No
2<\1
2NT
Round 2
4<vJ No
No
50
Great Britain beat South Africa
5<vJ 60
No
No
Dbl. No
No
No
- by 35 I.M.P., 77-42
The British ladies nearly had
,No one could deny that South
an unlucky score on Board 4 has · a lot of cards in the minor
of this match, which was the suits, which is the techmcal meanmost sensational of the Olympiad ing of the Two No Trump bidto date:the unusual No Trump. This
helped North to go to Six DiaWest dealer
monds,
knowing that her meagre
Game all '
NORTH
values were in the right place,
• 53
though she was perhaps puzzled
<\17532
to know what had become of
J 84
the spade suit. West was right
in judging that she could not
AJ 3 2
WEST
EAST
make Six Hearts, for she must
+A K Q 10 7
lose two club tricks on any
• J9862
K Q 10 8 6
neutral lead. Understandably it
<\1 AJ94
0did not occur to her that Six
0 96
K65
Diamonds was unbeatable and
87
SOUTH
that she needed to sacrifice. The
• .4
King of spades was led, and
<vBritain scored 1,540.
0 A K Q 10 7 53 2
There was equal excitement in
the Closed Room where the
Q 10 9 4 .
In the Open Room South and CAB system came into operation:
. West both decided to send up
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
Sotrni
smoke screens, and a. fog deMrs.
Mrs.
Mrs. Mrs.
scended around North and East.
Mark us Paradise Whitaker Poissol~
It turned out that the Londoners
No
2<\1
40
after years of practice, were bette;
50
No
at peering through fogs than
.·
6+
No
No
No
the sunshine girls from South
Africa:The Two Heart respo?se
(See next column)
showed the Ace of hearts, which

.o
+

:

I

'::)

.. +

+

+

2+
4+

12

s+

that Britain · nearly had an unlucky score: by gaining 2, 790
aggregate points they scored 12
I.M.P., and a mere extra 30 would
have given them thirteen.

' The new, true classic of bridge
(Guy Ramsey in the Daily Te/erraph)

THE

EXPERT

GAME

by Terence Reese
Round 3
Edward Arnold Ltd.

Great ·Britain beat Switzerland
by 33, 85-52

lls. 6d.

was pleasant news for West.
The chief feature of this match
When .N orth led a diamond, was the number of trap hands.
twelve tricks were made easily On two of them the British were
because the fifth heart permits a balanced on a slippery diamon9club discard in dummy. An studded slope, while the Swiss
interesting point is whether ladies cra~hed down it to the
South should have made a bottom.
Lightner double of Six Spades East dealer
in an attempt to extract a heart East-West vulnerable
NORTH
lead from North which would
·'
immediately defeat the contract
• QJ
<V> J(
by two tricks. Such a double is
0 Q76432
usually based on a void in a sidesuit, and South can reasonably
J7 54
EAST
expect North to have sufficient WEST
length in hearts to find the lead ·
10 8 7 6
· <V>
• K52
Q J 10 ..
in that suit.
<V> 5 4
8763
As it happens, North would
have had a problem to decide 0 A K 10 9 8
0which lead was required, b~t
10 3
1)9 6
SotiTH
should have selected the heart on
A943
the ground that the contract will
<V> A92
~robably be defeated in any case
0 J5
tf South is void in clubs.
AQ82
The moral of this hand is an
Both
South
players had to
old one: with a close decision at
give
some
thought
to their best
a high level in a very competitive
auction it usually pays to bid one action when East opened with
Three Hearts. Mrs. F. · Gordon
more for luck.
This leads us back to the point decided to bid Three.No Trumps,
•

+

+

+

+

+

+

,

13

•

I

,, .
'

('

•

I

Repeated for convenience ·.
.,

'.

.

~

NORTH

• QJ
([)K

\

· 0 Q76432

+ J 7 54

EAST

WEST
~ · 10 8 7 6
\[) 54
-,

+

K52
\[) Q J 10
8763

0 A K 10 9 8
.• . 10 3

o~

+ K96

SoUTH

+

,

j

;.

r

..

A943
([) A92
0 J .5 .
AQ82

+

rightly thought she had enough
to raise to Six Diamonds, abd
Mrs.' Markus rightly thought she
co_uld afford to double. Here the
North player only made eight
'tricks on - different · play, for a
·penalty of 700 and a British gain
of 5 I.M.P.
- ·south's - ·best' · action over the
opening bid is probably a double.
If she can get her fingers on a
small heart lead, the penalty will
be at least 500.
West dealer
Game all
NoN.TH

•

976
86 ..
J2
+ A J 10 7 53

\?
0

a conventional
bid. for a· take-out
.
which here has the drawback of
. a diamond shortage. Mrs. Fleming ~n the North :seat regarded
her hand with . so~~ pleasure
and reasonably jumped to Five
, Diamonds. _West regarded her
diamonds with some pleasure
and reasonably doubled. Clearly
West can make four trump tricks,
and Mrs. Fleming had to play
the hand with great skill to make
nine tricks.

WEST

EAST

\? Q763

\? J 4 2
0 10 9 7 6 5

+ A K.J 10
0

8

+ .KQ 8 6 .

•

+

Q8

942

SoUTH

• 54 3 2
·\?A K 10 5
0 AKQ43

.+ -

Both West ·players chose to
open the bidding·With ·one Spade
rather than One Club, and whe~
this w'a s ' passed round to sout
she had a ·choice of bids. ~r~
Fleming selected a double, whic
Her
is_ pro~ably the best move. fit,
partner, expecting a club

In the Closed Room South
chose to pass the ope~ing oid,
and Mrs. Markus, West, made a
, setpi-~efensive rai.se ·to Four
: ~e~r~s. North, also' an aggressive
. bidder, . ventured a remarkable
bid ' of_ ·Fiye .Diamonds at the
favourable vuh1erability. ·s -o uth

14
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"This book improves on Dr Johnson~ It giv~s the bridge player
both argument and understanding.".!_RIXI MARKUS (Mfc Gdn)
'

I

THE ·

BRIDGE PLAYER'S DICTIONARY
TERENCE REESE

BY

" This is both a book of reference and a manual of instruction . . it
covers ·every aspect of the game, bidding and play, Jaws and definitions.
Every important system and convention is briefly described, there are
several example hands, and it is very easy to find just what you want ·
to know in a matter 'of'seconds."- G. H, C. Fox (Daily Telegraph).
With the AmeHcan and Continental editions, this Dictionary will be the
standard authority and book of reference throughout the world.
... .. .
256 pages. 21s. net ·
I

MAYFLOWER

MAYFLOWER HOUSE, NEAL STREET, LONDON' W.C ..2
i

.

stretched her valu·es somewhat
by jumping to Three Clubs.
South's bid of Three- Biamondsthen closed the . auction. West
led a top spade and then switched,
so declarer was able to make six
!rump tric~s, including one ruff
ID dummy; and three top tricks
outside. If she risks ruffing the
third heart low in dumn1y she
can make ten tricks.
In the · closed room South
· decided to bid Three Diamonds
on the first round. North bid
Four Clubs, perhaps unwisely
hoping for a club fit and South
· bid Four Hearts. · ~en North
15

returned to Five Diamonds Mrs.:
Whitaker, East, thought the ;time
had -come--to--double. West led
four rounds of spades permitting
East to .throw two hearts, dummy
ruffing the fourth round _high.
Now South succeeded in making
only six further tricks and in the
despondency of the moment conceded 1,400.
It was only some time after the
match was over that the British
team realised that this should
have been 1,100, and the British
score therefore includes unavoidably two match points · of unearned increment: a profit of 10
I.M.P. instead of 8.

... ,

Round 4
Great Britain beat Australia by
14, 64-50 .
· Lady Rhodes and Mrs. Durran
played throughout this match,.
and Mrs. Durran had to play
skilfully to land a game on this
hand :-(opposite)
West led a small heart against
South's contract of Four Spades.
East .won with \/Q and switched
to •10. Declarer won with +A
and cashed +K, noting East's +9,
0 w~s led ~nd held, but the
~1 trump break still · creates
problems. 04 was led to
dummy's OQ, and then Mrs.
Durran made an .excellent shot
by leading a small heart towards
her \/10. East is marked with
\/A and not \11, so she is bound
. to conclude . that South is trying ·

'·"'- ..
I.

·,:

NORTH

+ A174

\1 K843

0

Q7 3

+ 13

WEST
• Q 8 52
\11652

\1 AQ9

0 K62
+54

• Q 109862

EAST

+9
0

J 10 5

SOUTH

+I

~

...

-South dealer
North-South vulnerable

. I

+ K 10 6 3

\1 10 7 .

0

A9 84

+ AK7

to steal \11. East naturally played
her \7 A, and Mrs. Durran was
then well-placed to make ten
well-earned tricks.

·vou Say. _..
Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London,

w.t

I was pleased to see that my
letter concerning " Bridge on
-the Air " has opened up . quite a
forum of suggestions, which must
be valuable in assessing public
taste.
·
In particular the letter from
R. Franks of Norwich· discloses
the very attitude which I believe

will need to be very considerably
modified by those connected with
" Bridge on the Air " before the
programme can be termed a
success. He says:
" The people with whom 1
play family Bridge would not. be
seen dead reading a bridge article
or listening to a broadcast-and
16

need not be conside~ed ! ! "

easier situ(ltions-.:.or the classical
organ music embellished with a
touch of Hancock?

Let me assure Mr. Franks that
until they are considered, and a
programme of interest devised
at least partly for their benefit,
" Bridge on the Air " will continue to" play to small audiences"
and "Bridge on Television " will
continue to remain a distant
dream.
They, not Mr. Franks and the
few " elite " in the bridge world,
form the main body of bridge
players in this ~ountry.

And he is so obsessed with
experts giving perfect answers
that he forgets the intellectual
comfort which lesser mortals gain
·
when Homer nods.

G. F.

Bromley, Kent.
Nevertheless, Konstam's argument, expressed above, would be
petfectly valid if it were, indeed,
practical to frame any programme
that would attract the many who
never read about bridge or want
·
to learn about it. ·

KENNETH KONSTAM,

London, W.2.
' Yes, I thought you might seize
on that point.
The opposite-or at any rate,
alternative-view is expressed in
the next letter.

.*

*

*

Mr. Konstam's basic error in
his criticism of the Bridge broadcasts comes to light ·iri his references to Round Britain Quiz and
the " ordinary public ".
The success criteria for . programmes devised for a - mixed
audience up to 50 million are
quite unsuited to the Network
Three programmes which cater for
serious specialist interests enjoyed
by a tiny fraction of the 50 million.
Would Mr. Konstam like the
Russian language programmes to
become less " technical " or the
Chess programm~s to d~al with

HENDY,

The problem is much the same as
the one we face all the time 1vhen
producing a bridge magazine. " If
you want a really big sale, make .
· it absolutely elementary," say the
critics. But when one does that,
or moves in that direction, the sole
consequence is that one annoys
the readers one has at present.
I think it is a fair proposition
that a minority programme should
be designed to inierest the minority.
I remember how it infuriated me
when a golfing star was billed on
television and most of the time
was occupied by some vulgar
comedian performing antics with
a golf club. '~ Popularising the
p1·ogramme," they call it.
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Mr. Konstam is ·.dead right
on one point: you co_nstruct
difficult hands that tend to make
the experts look foolish, and
that can't be good for the programme or for bridge generally.
C. DOHERTY,
Lond<?n, .S.E.23.
No, I reject .that, if you suggest
that Harold ' Franklin and I- plan

the disc01i1jiture of the · professionals. Often they have been
incredibly' and unforeseeably incompetent.

In the next issue·:
~ritain

v. Italy and
Britain v. America
by Harold

Fr~nklin

Photos and full results

.

Letter fi:om the
. British Captain (continued from page 9)

place.· In the result the team fatal afternoon) no other team
played well enough to win and played better or more consistently.
its failure in the last ·session was I do not wish to detract one iota
due not to lack of ability but to from the credit tha.t is due to
sheer mental exhaustion. .
Flint,
Gardener, 'Rose and
Our players' record throughout Swimer, but I' must pay speci?l
the tournament is second to none. tribute firstly to ·Reese and
They won 12 successive matches Schapiro-both. team mates and
· and lost only 1 out of 14 (the · adversaries of mine for many
winners had two losses and one years-who played· better than I
losing draw). They twice defeated have ever known them to play
the strongest · U~S.A. ·team (the _and who once again showed that
Vander]?ilt Cup winners), by 50 on their day· there is no pair in
i.m.p.s. over 40 boards and by 66 the world that plays better, and
i.m.p.s. over 60 boards, and they secondly to Reese whose card
were the •players who broke the play throughout both as .demorale -of the World Champion clare and in defence was machmeltalians by inflicting on them their like in its accuracy. ·
first defeat- after. 11 successive
Of course we are all diswins.
appointed but we should also
Save during a. short period of feel proud.
incapacity I watched almost every
board played by our team. I am
Yours etc.,
Ce:ftain that (except for the last
LoUIS TARLO
18
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Positional Bid

-·

by ALEC TRAUB, Cape Town ·

We are not vulnerable against
vulnerable oppone.nts and deal
ourselves . the following hand:-

he can either pre-empt with Three
Hearts or bid Two Hearts and
t~en sign off with Three Hearts.
Our opening bid of 1NT can
qnly help partner while embarrassing the oposition. Further,
there are many balanced hands,
more particularly with I 0 points,
where if we pass we have a very
difficult response to partner's .
third hand opening of One of a
suit.
Where partner has , an unbalanced hand we are· most unlikely to suffer a serious penalty . .
Where he has a weak balanced
hand we may be doubled, but ,
often the double will be taken
out by the' doubler's partner.
After all, he has to judge· w~ether
it is better to try for a vulnerable
ga~11e -or to defend a double.d contract. Even if the double 1s ·
left in it does not. mea:n that we
will suffer an uneconomic penalty.

+Q94 '\}A73 OK105 + J862
What should we bid?
Naturally we pass. But the
question was what we should bid
and the suggested answer is
INT. Assuming that we. use tlus
bid on balanced hands with a
range of I 0 to . 12 points-a
range which covers more than a
quarter of the hands we holdpartner's responses will be as
follows:·

.

.

With a balanced hand and less
than 13 points he . passes, with
· 13 to 14 points , he bids 2NT,
and with 15 points 3NT.

With an unbalanced hand he
will pass if weak and unable to
pre-empt, although if fourth hand
doubles and it is passed to lum
he will rescue. With an unbalanced hand and strength he
If partner's balanc~~ hand co?will make a suit bid at the Two . tains from 10 to .12 pomts we will
level, which is forcing for one play in 1NT, which we will either
round, using Stayman if so de- make . with or without an oversired. A bid at any · level other trick or suffer a penalty of not
than Two· is pre-emptive. With more than 100 points. Where
a hand like
we make our contract it will be
on a hand which .would otherwise
. 12 \/QJIOS64 OQJ62

+4
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With a very strong two-suiter
he· can bid 2NT, b~t then the
_opening bid has not harmed the
opening si~e.
With a balanced · hand it is
dangerous for second player to
enter the auction on ' 13 or 14
points, when after a pass he would
hav.e opened. With 16 points he
ml.ist bid, for the odds are on his
side having the balance
strength. Presumably he doubles,
but if the strength is with the
third hand the position is far more
dangerous than ·it would be if he
opened the bidding, for after a
pass by opener it is unlikely that
his side would be doubled in a
low contract. With 15 points he
is on the border, for opener does
not necessarily have a minimum
opening.

of

Leaving L.H.O., what does his
partner do when the opening
1NT bid is passed round to him?
If he bas a balanced hand he has
an even more difficult problem
than L.H.O. Opponents may
have up to 24 points between
them, so his side may be landed
with the contract holding only
40 per cent of the high card~.
With an unbalanced band his
decision is less difficult, but even
then it is more difficult to reach
the right contract in face .of a
1NT opening than without tt.
There are drawbacks to the

.-

-.•

bid. . One is the uneconomic the hand more accurately than
penaltY which is suffered when we they could after an initial pass.
are defeated by four, or more, .
However, I believe that the
tricks doubled and the opponents balance is very definitely in favour
only have a game, . but this will of op.ening in either first or
not occur often and the relative second position at · favourable
loss is slight. There are also . vulnerability. (Third hand, the
hands on which they can only bid is not so effective: it · gives
make a part score and yet defeat fourth hand too exact a picture
us by 150 points or more.
of the general situation at the
table.)
Another snag is that when we
What was that tag line that at
use this bid we have to find an
school
we used ·to add to ,
opening suit bid for the hands
Polonius's
wise counsel?
we usually open with INT. We
· Twice armed is he w~w hath. his
will be bidding three-card minor
quarrel just,
suits more frequently.

And thrice is he who gets his
blow in f ust!

This opening bid will also
permit the opposition to count

Across the Green Baize
by GEORGE BAXTER

(George Baxter replfes 'to questions sent in by readers)

What is the reason for this?
Answer: The strength required
for various bids in these protective positions is not precisely
laid down, but in general a
simple re-opening bid of 1NT
is made on about 11 to 14 points.
On stronger hands it is customary
to double. Thus, a double followed by another bid over a
minimum response comes into
the I 6- 18 class.

Question (from R. McNair
Jones, Wandsworth Common,
S.W.I8).

In re the sequence:SOUTH

Dbl.

lNT

1•

WEST

No

NORTH

EAST

No

No
No

10

One of your regular contributors states that the last bid
. should show 17-18 points.
21
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Question (from the same coi,"respondent). . .

S. A. BRIDGE.

With this l}and as dealer:-=-

The National Magazine
of South Africa

+AKQ .\()AQ4 OA742 .AQ3

Subscription £1.0.0 per year
Sole Agent in Great Britain

After the biOding Two ClubsNORMAN SQUIRE
Two Diamonds, should the opener .
51 Neviiie-Court, Abbey ·Road,
bid 2NT ·or ·3NT? Most players
N.W.8
I have asked say 3NT, but in 25
experim~ntiil deals -not once have ti"me-wasting Three Clubs it may
I found that 3NT can be made go:-. when partner has to pass 2NT.
. SOUTH

2.
4.

Answer: But then, ~ " .:i:nost
2NT
players " are encouraged ·in these
days to play the gan1e by numpers.
"4NT
While most hands with 25 points
5NT
justify .a rebid of 3NT, this one
7+
.
obviously' does not, for as you
South's Four Clubs shows a
have found it will not produce
· . nine tricks unless partner has a ' maximum 2NT and is a slam
invitation; to which par:tner reKing or so.
sponds by showing important
Question (from the same corre- features, the two Kings and then,
spondent).
when pressed, the singleton.
· Partner deals and bids Two
Question (from S. H. Hart,
Clubs. You hold:
Eyre Court-, London, W\8) .
With East-West 40 up, what
• 109542 \()KJ82 06 .KJ5
should North understand from
You respond Two Diamonds South's redouble in the fol19wing
(I assume). How should the bidsequence?
ding go when partner says 2NT
NoRTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
· on the hand above? 2•...:._201•
. No
2NT-3. (conventional) - 30
3+
Dbl.
No
2NT
-4+-6+?
Redbl.
Answer: The auction you sugA1is,ver: Puzzling, but presum;
gest, is not very communicative. ably West has opened on shor
If you can tear yourself away· clubs and South has a strong
from this wretched meaningless six-card club suit.
I

2•
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The PrOper AtmoSphere'
for Bridge
by VENT AXIA
No one would use cards so defaced that it was impossible to
see the differenc~ between +K and +Q, but many play in
an atmosphere where it becomes quite impossible to remember
which cards have been played . .
Stale smoke-laden air is ruinous to concentration and blunts ·
the' abilities of even the best players. Of course fusty air is
all too apparent to some people, but it builds up gradually
and can remain unnoticed by others, who simply accept their
tiredness without discovering its cause. rhus it may be left
to newcomers to comment on " Bridge Room atmosphere ",
and wish to open windows in spite of dust. and noise from
outside.
Why p~t up with poor ventilation when you can so easily
fit Vent-Axia-it is quiet, effective and economical in operation
~nd creates a better atmosphere· wherever it is installed. You
may have seen Vent-Axia units in a wide variety of- public
buildings, or even have one in your kitchen at home. It is,
however, particularly suited _to the Bridge Room where
proper ventilation is an essential condition for successful play. -

Consult yoz!:electrical supplier or

VENT-A.XIA LTD.,
60 Rochester Row, London, S.W.l.

'

.

Also at Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Bristol.
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by TERENCE REESE
(assisted by Albert Dormer)
(Mayflower, 21s.)

Reviewed by Pedro Juan
This book is more than a Bridge dictionary-it is a miniature Bridge
encyclopaedia. Certainly it is quite a remarkable achievement to have
got together so much data on bidding the~ry as well as an exhaustive
array of coups 'and plays and, to cap it all~ a very much needed clear
inte~pretation of our rather involved Bridge laws. This part of the
book alone should make ·it a " must " to Bridge Clubs and all other
- · circles of rubber bridge players. Not content in offering us all some
help in the ticklish task of" giving a ruling ",.the author even manages
to introduce a light note here and there while dealing with these
austere matters.
·
Mr. Reese and his able assistant must have been faced with a more
difficult task when it came to the matter of bidding systems and conventions. One may well argue that a lot more should have gone into
the book or been dealt with in a different way but perhaps then the
so-called" dictionary" might have lost its present well-balanced look.
_For instance, the author mentions· that psychic bids by first or second
. . hand are not permitted in France but no reference is made to the
fact that bidding systems which include the use of " controlled
, r
psyches" (such as Roth-Stone and Bulldog) are not allowed in this
.. country.
Under the "Acol system" heading I read that "Acol players use
point count only for no-trump bidding." A pious hope or a gentle
exhortation?
Being quite familiar with Mr. Reese's views on certain aspects of
modem bidding, it would be ungenerous not to mention that the
'~ fourth suit " and the " Stayman Two Clubs " are fully and objectively explained without recourse to the author's elegant wit. Other
items do not escape unscathed, thus adding a touch of amusement
to the book.
24
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items. Classified . under the=- heading of "Play" could not -be

r'lilrove~· upon, and niany of them contain hands of the .same high

quality as those in " Reese on Play " and " The Expert Game ". What
Mr. Reese nonchalantly describes as "a more advanced example of .
partial elimination " turns out to be an absolute gem of a hand . .
NORTH

•

QJ

~ K 10 6 3

0

KJ _7

•

AK53

WEST

EAST

~ 72

•

62

~

A4

+ K 10 8 7 53

0
•

A9
J94

0 10 8 6 4 3
• Q 10 7 6
WEST.

+ A94

~

-·

0
•

QJ985
Q52
82

.

"Against four hearts West plays ace and'another diamond. Realising
the danger of a diamond ruff, declarer seeks to improve his prospects
by partial elimination.
.
" Three rounds of clubs are played off, South ruffing the third
round. East wins the next trick with the Ace of hearts . and gives his
Partner the ruff in diamonds: Now the advantage of the partial
elimination is seen: West has only spades left ~nd must lead away
from the King."
A remarkable example of simplicity combined with brilliance.
As befits the title " Dictionary ", the headings are in alphabetical
order. Having reached the letter " 0 " and digested the Okuneff
Convention (no kidding!), 1 looked eagerly forward to what should
~ve been th~ next item, nam~ly "Old-Fashioned Acol." But alas!Old-Fashioned Acol " there was none!

HUNDRED

ONE
UP: On page 26 we reproduce the April problems
that readers who did not enter for the competition can study the
Questions again before turning to the answers on page 34. The May
PI'Oblems are on page 33.
80
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. We reproduce below the April Problems
Problem_No. 1 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all,
ding has gone:Soum WEST '
NoRTH
1+
2'\/
3+
?
South holds:+AQ10754 \9Q864 OK
What should South bid?

-

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
the bidEAST
No

+AS

. I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST
1<y)
Dbl.
No
?
South holds:+A8753 '\/- 0864 +K9752
What should South bid?

Problem No.2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
ha~ gone:Sotrnt
WEsT
NORTH EAST
1'\1
No
20
No
30
No
3+
Dbl.
?
South holds.+6 '\/KQ92 OQ764 +AQ103
What should South bid?

Problem No.6 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:NORTH EAST
SoUTH
WEST
1NT
No
1+
No

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:Sotrnt
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
1+
No
1'\1
No
2+
No
2NT
No
3'\/
No
?
South holds:+865 '\/Ql073 0KJ8 +632
What should South bid?

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the bidding
has gone:NoRTH EAST
SoUTH
WEST
2'\/
No
1+
No
4+
NC?
3+
No
?
South holds:+KQ543 '\116 OA3 +KQ108
What should South bid?

Problem No. 4 (20 points)

. .

?

South holds:+AQJ83 '\/96 074 +AI075
What should South bid?

Problem No. 8 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South vul. nerable, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST . NORTH EAST

Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
No
Dbl.
No
2+
3'\/
?
No
No
South holds:South holds:·
+ - '\11083 01106 +AKQ8532 ,
+87542 '\/Q8 OK3 +AJlOS
(a) Do you agree with South's One
(a) Do you agree with South's pass
Club opening? State any alternative to One Spade doubled? State anY
that you consider prefe£able.
alternative that you consider preferable.
(b) What should South bid now?
(b) Which card should South lead?

t+

I+
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Final

by ALAN TRUSCOTT'

The eight-team final of Crock- were not in doubt.
ford's Cup is usually won with
As these three teams met each
a score of 1Q or 11 victory points other during the eariy rounds
out of a possible 14. The feature on Sunday afternoon, the later
of this year's final was a tremen- rounds were in danger of proving
dous performance by a young a formality, but this turned out ·
Liverpool team new to big-time . to be far from the case. First
bridge: G. G. Endicott, R. Priday held on to his lead against .
Kennedy, P. E. Morley, C. J. Tarlo in a match full of exciting
Morley, and K. Barbour. They hands and missed chances. This
scored 12 victory points in a field was a fair sample:~ontaining
seventeen
inter- East dealer
nationals.
Game all
NORTH
At the end of the first two
• Q 10 9 8 7 4 3
s~ssions it was clear that there
. y> Q 10 8 2
were only three teams in the race.
R. A. Priday's team (J. R. A.
0 5
Beale, P. Swinnerton-Dyer, D.
EAST
Rimington, Dr. R. Y. Forbes WEST
KJ 5 .
and A. Truscott) was drawing
A6
y> with the Endicott team and y> J 54 3
0 AQ932
winning its other matches, but 0 8 7 6 4
+AQ982
only ~y small margins against the • J7 3
SouTH
teams captained by E. LeaderWilliams and L. Tarlo. Tarlo's
- y>AK976
team (H. Franklin, B. Schapiro,
0 KJ 10
l<. Konstam, Mrs. R. Markus
K 10 6 5 .
dnd M. Wolach) was l~sing
At
both
tables East bid One
narrowly to a Yorkshire tean1
Diamond
and
South overcalled
captained by I. Manning, a~d
Was winning narrowly against with One Heart. Konstam, sitting
Endicott. Endicott himself was North, raised this aggressively to
a~so just losing to Manning, and Three Hearts. East doubled, and
hts other matches, like Tarlo's, West made a dubious penalty

+4

+

+

+2

+
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Repeated for conve11ie1lce
NORTH

•

Q 10 9 8 7 4 3

r::; Q 10 8 2

0 5

+4
WEST
~ . A6

EAST

r::; J 54 3
·0 8 7 6 4

r::l- .
0 AQ 9 3.2

+ J7 3

+ KJ5
+AQ982

Soum

South c~nnot quite manoeuvre
to bring in the spades and must
do the best he can on a crossruff.
Tarlo gained points in this
match when Beale and SwinnertonDyer bid the following hands
unambitiously :·
East dealer
Love all

·WEST
+AJxxx
\?KQx
OJ9x

EAST
+KQxx
0 KJ 10
\?A
+ K 10 6 5
OAxx
pass. He should; I feel, have
X X
•
A KXXX
tried Four Diamonds, which
The bidding generally began:
would probably be doubled and One Club-One Spade-Three
can be made by careful play. In Diamonds-Three No Trumps.
Three Hearts doubled Schapiro Now there were a 'number of
made nine tricks-and w~s not possibilities. Franklin bid immepleased when he found that he diately Six Spades. This shows
had lost on the board.
appreciation of the fact that all
In the other room the bidding East's points are working, but
went like this:·
as West must have some wasted
SouTH WEST
NoRTH EAST
values in hearts to bid Three
, Truscott L. Tar/o Priday Franklin No Trumps, the jump to slam
10
must be judged a somewhat wild
1\? ·
No
2\?
overbid. In contrast, Swinnerton3\f
No
Dyer bid only Four Spades,
Dbl. · No
4\f
Dbl.
No
No
which errs on the conservative
No
side, and Beale passed, -perhaps
The 'defence took the two over-impressed by the wastage
minor suit Aces and then the in hearts. There are two more
Ace of Spades, after which West balanced bids available to East.
. f
incautiously played a second He can make the obvious try 0
· spade. Now South can set up Five Spades; or if he is alle~gic
the spades and draw West's to contracts of Five in a maJor,
trumps ending in dummy. If he can make a subtle effort toWest plays instead a · trump, wards Six Spades by bidding
• 2
r::) AK976

+

3+
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Four Hearts. This must ·be based
· on a spade fit, for a genuine
three-suited hand would ·c ertainly
abandon a guaranteed misfit at
Three No Trumps.
.
More than one pair reached
the reasonable grand slam contract but were unlucky to run
into a 5-1 club · break. J.
Collings actually made the grand
slam.
North .led 0 K from
OKQxx, and when South later
parted with a small diamond,
the 010 became pinnable.
Tarlo then proceeded to increase his lead against .Endicott
to 8 I.M.P., and when Priday
dropped one critical I.M.P.
against Endicott to turn a maximum draw into a minimum loss
of 3 I.M.P. there was a ~urge·
of interest in the rules of the
event. If two teams tie, the
match between them decides.
But if three teams tie, the teams
are considered as a minor league,
and the victory points, and, if
necessary, the I.M.P .s, in the
matches between them are used
to split the tie.
·
This meant that Tarlo would
Win a split tie between three
t~ams, but would lose a split
be against Priday who was best
placed in the remaining matches.
Hi~ final match stood at plus 3,
While the other leading teams
Were both losing to Manning.
Tarlo exerted pressure at the right

inoment and turned his loss into
a win. In the last round the
Priday team, breathing hard, just
held on against Leader-Williams
for a minimum win of 3 I.M.P.,
and everything hinged on the
En~icott- Manning
match,
in
which Manning led by 4 I.M.P.
Searching for points, Endicott .
bid and made a slam dependent ,
on a 3-3 break, thus gai.riing 6.
Two of the final three boards
were level, and the decisive last
board was this innocent-looking
affair:, ,

North dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

•

\?

0

+
WEST

+K J 72

•

10 6 5
J875
A J 10-4
65

K Q
0
8. 6 3
J942
SouTH
A Q3
<:.::? 9 4 3
0 K75
A 873
This caused some trouble in,
the Tarlo-Priday match earlier. The normal contract was a part~core in no-trumps played by
North-South. Konstam played
in Two No Trumps as North
and received OJ lead. Now a

0

+
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EAST
<:.::?

<:.::?

I

984
A 10 6 2
Q92
KQ 10

+

+

+

I

small heart comes, and dumrriy 'This . triple tie between Tarlo,
must duck: the play of the 9 left Priday and Endicott is . surely
declarer a trick short. However, the strangest result ever in this
the bidding and play at the other event, with each te~m scoring 12
table had the doubtful merit of victory points out of 14. In the
originality, for Priday and I matches between the three teams,
played in Four Hearts (from the Tarlo ended + 4 I.M.P., Priday
:south hand) and lost 400.
'
l "!.M.P., and Endicott -5
In the · vital last match, the I.M.P., and this decided the final
· Manning t~am played safely in 1 order. Tq finish a prize-less third
One No Trump, making just with 12 V.P.s was agonising for
seven tricks. Endicott's team the Endicott team, but at least
played in Two No Trumps, they gained experience, prestige,
making eight tricks with. the ·master points (these are shared
help of an end-play. This single between the · three teams), and
I.M.P. swing turned a draw into the· knowledge that the E.B.U. is
a win for Endicott and made the .unlikely to overlook them when
Tarlo team the winners of Crock- selecting Camrose Trialists next
ford's Cup instead of Priday. season.

+

Slamwa.rds-Ho!
by RODERICK E. CO~ELAND

Readingthearticle'Slamentable'
by Harold Franklin in the February issue, set me ·wondering
whether the slam conventions in
general use had yet been fully
developed, and whether it would
not be possible to combine the
advant~ges of the three principal
Ace-showing conventions, Blackwood, Culbertson and Gerber.
·It is generally considered, for
- example, that Gerber (or Four
Club Blackwood) is an improvement on the ordinary : Four No-

trump Blackwood, mainly because
Ace-showi~g responses can be
made at a lower level. . However,
most good . bidde~s believe that .
the capacity of the qulbertson
~5 · N.T. · both to give vital
information · .to partner and to
locate specific Aces or voids
makes it far superior to any form
of Blackwood.
But why not " Four Club
Culbertson"?
In this article I hope · to make
converts to an Ace-showing con30 '

verition based· on an as~ng bid
of Four Clubs with the same
requirements ~nd with a similar
style of responses as Culbertson!
'I)lus, if Clubs have . not been
genuinely bid, Four Clubs shows
," Two Aces and a . King of a
bid suit, or three Ac~s," and
responses are:Subscriptions
(a) Four Diam~nds. Sign-off
for One Year - £2 6 0
showing no Ace or void.
Two Years • • £3 15 0
(Note that this differs from
the Culbertson- sign-off
based on a re-bid of the
Sole A~ent in ~reat Britain :
lo_west ranking bi~ suit.)
IUrs. Rixi lUnrku~
(b) Four · of a Major . .' Shows
5 Basil llnnsions, Basil Street, ·s .W.3
the ·Ace or void of the suit
bid.
(c) Five of a Minor. Shows
the Ace or void of the suit
bid, plus agreement that . say, . Four Hearts · to show the
the final contract should · King. Having the Ace himself,
be beyond the ·Four level. 1 ·the IF our Club' bidder will · know
(d) Four No-trumps. Show~ that the response does not show
. two Aces; or one Ace and that card, and he will usu~lly be
. the Kings of all bid suits~
able · to d~sting~ish between a
In add~tion to the abo've ·.;· King a~d a void. 11 '
responses, direct slam tries can ·
;
·. ·
be d . ,
.
Subsequent actiOn by the Four
ma e, -smce partner in bidding · Club bidder may be to b_id Four
Four Clubs may b
·
cerned w· · . . e. more c?n- No-trumps · .as~ng for Kings
Ith. ~1v1~~ InformatiOn (Blackwood), or to bid a new
.
than m receiVmg
It·
. level, to which
.
.
· suit at · the Five
_
In .certam circumstances
·
·It IS
·
·
own fancy is to attach the
Practical .· , to show : ·an ou t st·d e myaru·ng "Partner I need help
Tr:
~ng ·
s
me
,
. . ,
th · . uppose, ·.r for example, in this suit! "
at responder to Four Clubs
~~s two Aces. Knowing that
The only drawback to this
15 partner must have two Aces
four Club conv~ntion is that it
he may ·be in a position to bid, precludes a cue bid in clubs at
J

I
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than w~en the convention begins
at the Four No-trump level.
3. Because the~e is more room
in which to manoeuvre, and a
greater . safety margin, responder
can bid more " honestly " than
sometimes he cares to do when
replying to a Culbertson Four
No-trump.
.
To tell the truth, I have become
so fond of my "baby" that I now
like to treat One Heart-Three
Hearts as forcing, so ·that the
opener is given more chances to
use the convention: or to make
a " waiting bid " of Three Spades;

the Four level. That is not very
serious.
When the club suit itself has
been bid, the partnership can
always bid .a normal Blackwood
(or Culbertson) Four No-trumps.
The main advantages seem to
be these:
1. It is possible to extend,
reject or accept a slam invitation
without going higher than the
game level. So there should be
· fewer of those " unlucky " Five
contracts.
2. There is appr~ciably more
room for exchange of information

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALBERT DORMER

.·

May

Comp~tition

A' panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competi~ion will be dete~ned by, though not necessarily in strict

proportion to, the votes of the panel. '
.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:-

FIRSTPRIZE
Two Guineas.

SECOND AND TlllRD PRIZES
One Guinea.

. ,Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in ~ore
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligtble
for prizes.
'
Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l, · to arrive not later tban first post 00
June 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 5 (10 p;ints)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone : - .
SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
10
No
?
. South holds·:+65 cy>84 OAKQJ7 +11086
What should South bid?

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:NoRTH . EAsT
Soum WEST
10
No
2<\/
No
No
South holds:+A4 ty)K7 0fl2 .AQJ8732
What should South bid?

Problem No.6 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:SmiTH
WEST ·
NoRTH EAST
1•
No ~
1\?
No
1+·
No
2cy>
No
?
South holds:. +AQ842 cy>JlO OK +AK954
W~at should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:·
SoUTH WEST
NORTH EAST
10
1<\/
Dbl.
No
No
3ty)
?
South holds:+A6 ty)J853 0952 .1763
What should South bid?

Problem No. 7 (I 0 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST
t+
No
2+
?
South holds:+94 cy>AQJ105 . OAQ7 +AJ5
What should South bid?

Problem No.3 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love ~II the · bidding
has gone:·
'
Sourn WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
1
3+
4<\/
No
?
South holds:·
+8 ty)K62 0 AQ7 .A96432
What should South bid?

+

Problem No. 8 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
·
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NoRTH EAsT
1+
2+
No
2+
Redbl.
Dbl.
Dbl.
No
No
No
No
No
East's Two Clubs is understood as
natural, based on a club suit. West's
Redouble _is a S.O.S. Redouble.
South holds:+5 cy>K973 O AJ1062 +986
(a) Do you agree with South's pass
to Two Spades doubled? State any
alternative that you consider preferable.
(b) Which card should s 'o uth lead? -

Problem No.4 (20 points)

IM
.
· .P. scoring, East-West
vulnerable
the bidding has gone:'
Sourn WEST
NoRTH EAsT
IO
No
2•
No
3
No
3NT
No
?
South holds:+1097 cv>- .OQJ8543 .KJ6
Cl(~ .Do you agr~e with South's Three
cou .5 ? State any alternative that you
~lder preferable.
() What.should South bid now ?

+
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One('f(Uhdred·Up
Conducted by ALBERT DORMER
April Solutions: If you did not enter for the April Competition, try your
hand at the problems on page 26 before reading how the experts voted.

Answers to the April problems were
received from the following nine experts: Mrs. Markus, G. C. H. Fox,
J. Nunes, T. ~eese, C. Rodrigue and
N. Smart, all of .London and the Home
Counties: C. E. Phfllips, Cheshire;
P. Spurway, Cardiff; and P. SwinnertonDyer, Cambridge.

Two Clubs, then surely he must make

a strong bid in' the actual setting.

North has given a free response at the
!fhree level, showing more strength
than he would need for a simple Two
Clubs. ·vet there are three votes· for
Three Spades, which could presage
complete minilll.um.
·
RoDRIGUE: " Three Spades. <::?Q
Problem ,No. 1 {10 points)
and 0 K could be mirages at this stage.
Mat~h-point pairs, love· all; the. bidPartner has made a free bid at the
.
ding has gone:Three level and should have a goodish
1
Sourn
WEST
NoRTH EAST
hand: in that case he will bid again."
I+
2~
3+ '
'No '
Come into the garden, Claude.
( ;;
?
Yours might be good doctrine .it:t the
South holds:sick systems- the ultra-modern Ameri+AQ10754 ~Q864 0 K +AS
can systems where a Two-level re·
What should South bid?
sponse guarantees that the responder
will bid again .on the next round. But
Answer: Four Spaqes, 10; Three in Acol, as you well know, when
Hearts or Three No Trumps, 8; Three
partner shows a good hand you m~st
Spades, 5.
take that into account in choosmg
The panel's vote: 3 for Four Spades · your next bid, not sit back and expect
(Mrs. Markus, Nunes, Smart) 2 for
him to bid the same values twice.
·Three No Trumps (Reese, SwinnertonWhen the deal came up in a National
Dyer), 1 for Three Hearts (Phillips),
Pairs regional North held the cards
3 for Three Spades (Fox, Rodrigue, for game but he probably would have
Spurway).
passed Three Spades. At one table
If West had not spoken and partner
Harrison-Gray as South sagely avoided
had responded Two Clubs, I reckpn
that outcome by jumping to Four
the hand. would just about merit Three Spades, which proved the best contra~~
Spades. At any rate South would have
NUNES: " Four Spades. The sto 1
a good deal in reserve if he bid only bid is Three Spades 1but this maY th~o~v
Two Spades, though some would
a strain on partner, who may be mm;~
escape the dilemma by introducing mum for his bid and yet have eno~~d
the weak hearts.
for game. Ax of the suit that he o~d
If that is .correct, and South. js worth at the Three-level must be a g
or nearly worth a jump rebid over holding."

a
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At another table fu the same tournament ·A. Priday found a bid that now
has only one friend:PHIWPS: " Three Hearts. There is
no ideal bid and it must be admitted
that Three Hearts will commit you to
a game that you will sometimes regret.
But Three Spades is too conservative,
while Four Spades gives you · no chance
of a no-trump game and little chance
of Five Clubs. Three Hearts preserves
iall these possibilities."
That's the solid truth. Partner might
just hold Kx in the enemy suit and
that would provide a sure double
guard. Failing that, Five Clubs should
be attainable if it is the best contract
for when South subsequently bid~
Four Spades it will sound more tentative than if he had bid it direct.

REESE: "Three No Trumps. Three
Spades is indeterminate and may leave
partner with no choice but to pass.
The alte~ative, of course, is Four
Spades."
·
SwtNNERTON-DYER:
" Three
No
Trumps. Four Spades seems the
routine bid and would have ~y vote
at. any other form of scoring; but it
·Will work out badly whenever North
has bad spades or at least a doubleton
heart. In addition, there are hands
Where I .shall make as many tricks in
no trumps as in spades, and that sways
the decision."
·
· My learned adjustmen~ to the
Voting have come in for · a certain
amount of criticism recently-one regular solver even drew a comparison with
the E.T.U. hierarchy-but there are
rna
·
b ny. problems that cannot be marked
Y Simply counting heads. In the
Present case the real division is be~Ween the three who vote for Three
.Pades, which can be passed and the
SIX Who are determined .t o sc~re game.
35

To mark Three ·and Fotir Spades equal
top would be wrong.
·
Problem No.2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NoRm EAsT
1 cy>
No
20
No
30 .
No
Dbl.
?
South holds:cy>KQ92 OQ764 +AQ103
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Clubs, 10; No Bid 6;
Five Diamonds, 4.
The panel's vote: 5 for .Four Clubs,
3 for No Bid (Reese, Rodrigue, Smart),
1 for Five Diamonds (Fox).
Partner's Three Spades might be a
cue bid or it might be a probe for 3NT,
based on spade strength. For the nonce
South' must adopt the latter interpretation; if it is otherwise North will
clarify his intentions in the subsequent
. bidding.
. ·Assuming that North is after a notrump game, South has two broad
alternatives. He can reject partner's
overtures, as by bidding Four Clubs
or Five Diamonds; that would show
that his hand is unsuitable for notrump play but has good strength in
. support of diamonds. The other alternative is to string along by redoubling,
passing, or bidding 3NT; the first group
examine this line of action.
RoDRIGUE: "No Bid. After East's
double of spades I do not want to be
declar~r in no trumps: if that is what
partner is after, then he can bid it,
relying on ,me to take out if 1 have no club guard.
" A redouble would be too ambiguous
and could indicate a willingness to play
in a four-three fit."
REESE: "No Bid. The disadvantage
of 3NT is that the enemy are now going

3+

+6

,

SoUTH , WEST
NORTII EAST '
to lead spades and partner may have
only one stop. If he redoubles that
No
1~
No
will be a sign that he is not afraid of
No
2NT
No
the spades coming through him, and
3<yl
No
?
then you can go 3NT. If he takes out
South holds:into Four Diamonds you can think
.865 ~Q1073 OKJ8 +632
again."
What should South bid?
· Among the Four Club bidders Nunes
and Spurway contend that to pass
Answer: Three No Trumps, 10;
would show readiness to play Three Four Hearts, 3.
The panel's vote: 8 for Three No
Spades doubled.
SPURWAY: "Four Clubs. I would . Trumps, 1 for Four Hearts (Smart). .
· Though partner seems to have no
like to pass but, as I play it, this would
show toleration for spades. Anyway, yen for no trumps, South must reflect
partner is bidding strongly and I have his own hand. The hearts were oruy
a fair hand: I consider the slam pros- just worth mentioning ln. the first place
pects to be at least reasonable."
and to bid Four seems ·wrong, while
In this type of auction it is seldom to give preference to a black suit on
good to conceal a suit in which the such useless holdings would be worse.
main strength lies; that is a further
MRS. MARKUS: " Three No Trumps.
reason for bidding Four Clubs:My diamonds cannot be of much
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Four Clubs. importance in a heart contract, and if
If 3N'f were the right contract, it would anyone is to persist in that suit it will
certainly have to be played from the have to be partner. He could have
other hand; in that case my right gone Four Hearts over 2NT, and his
action would be to pass. (Now when failure to do so argues that he looks
partner· bids 3NT he knows that I shall to me to express a further opinion."
not leave ·him unless my clubs are
·Fox: "Thre.e No Trumps. Showing
adequate; for I know that he has a secure diamond stop and a moderate
nothing in clubs, having failed to bid four-card heart suit, which is all I have
no trumps on the second round.)
got. If partner's force was based on
"But even if 3NT is on, I do not massive heart support he will go Four
see it being the only makable game. Hearts."
Granted this, I may as well show my
While the Lone Ranger testifies as
hand: in particular partner · will be follows:glad to know my shape, which will
SMART: "Four Hearts. I can see
enable him to value his spade holding that East-West are apt to out with the
correctly and which will prevent him old equaliser and double someone here,
trying Four Hearts on inadequate and the chances are it will be no one
support."
but me. I will bet plenty of ~otat~
Fox's Five Diamonds is a legitimate that partner has a singleton dtamon '
value-bid but passes up the free kick · and in that c~se 3NT will be by no
of Four Clubs.
·ne
means first-class." .
As a Runyon fan myself, I optbe
Problem No.3 (10 points)
that your partner is more likely ~iser
Rubber bridge, North-South vul- the one to qut with the old equ
nerable, the bidding has gone:if you make that bid . .
36
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PrOblem No.4 (20 points)

.
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:NoRm EAsT
SoUTH WEST
2+
3\?
No
?
South holds:• - . <:71083 01106 + AKQ8532.
(a) Do you agree with South's One
Oub opening? State any alternative
that you consider preferable.
(b) What should South bid now?

Markus, Nunes, Rodrigue), 3-for Five
Clubs (Fox, ·Smart, Spurway), 2 for
Four Clubs (Phillips, Reese), 1 for
Double (Swinnerton-Dyer).
A jump bid in a forcing situation
shows a long, solid suit and most
experts would be prepared to treat
these clubs as solid. Yet I still doubt
the wisdom of Five Clubs here: partner, in selecting the final contract, is unlikely
to bargain for a spade void, no outside
high card and three losiflg cards in the
'
.
Answer to (a): Agree with One Club, enemy suit. However, Five Clubs would
have worked well in practice, leading
10; prefer Four Clubs, 3.
The panel's vote: 7 agree with One to a very fair Seven Clubs.
Fox: " Five Clubs. Despite the
Club, 2 prefer F~ur Clubs (Mrs.
spade misfit there can still be a slam
Markus, Spurway).
Few players these days employ the if partner has good · controls. The
old Vienna method, in which Three of announcement of a solid club suit may
a minor shows a solid suit. It is very be all he needs to hear."
SPURWAY: "Five Clubs, showing a
nice when you get the right hand, of
solid suit. From my failure to pre-empt
~ourse, but on grounds of frequency
It has been · found more -useful to partner may .be tempted to infer that
employ the Three-opening as a purely I have some strength outside clubs,
obstructive measure. Not vulnerable, which is why I would have preferred
seven to the KJ would be a decorous · Four Clubs i.n the first place, but at
Three,' while the tough kids down the any rate I must chance that."
The old forcing pass also · seems a
street are prepared to open on six to
the Jack.
good move, for if North now goes 3NT
That rules out Three Clubs here so South will be able to proceed in that
strain, which may be the winning one
it is a choice between One and Fou~.
at match points. But I would prefer a
PHILLIPS: "Agree with 'One Club.
Th'IS IS
· a · potentially powerful hand dignified 4NT to the Six proposed by
and, particularly at match points, it Rodrigue.
RooruauE: "No Bid. Give partner
Would be a mistake to open with a
Pre-empt."
another chance and save a round of
SwtNNERTON-DYER: "Agree with bidding. · Over Three Spades we can
One Club. It is all a matter of who still bid Five Clubs, but over 3NT we
has the cards; but any pre-emptive bid can give him 6NT."
Four Clubs, to my mind, is rather
rules out 3NT, and with the suits
Probably breaking badly I am not so too vague to be helpful.
afra'd
F 1 of the opponents. However,
PHILLIPS: "Four Clubs. With a
our Clubs is a good second best."
solid suit opposite a force it is normal
~nswer to (b): No Bid or Five Clubs,' to make a jump rebid. Here, however,
we have a void in partner's suit and
' Four Clubs, 7; Double, 2.
The Paners vote: 3 for No Bid (Mrs. no outside top card. Moreover, because
37
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of opponents' inte~~ntion, a ju~p by
us would leave rio room for exploration
below the slam level."
Swinnerton-Dyer judges to double
and genially remarks that any .other
bid 'is raving lunacy.

.· ·~ \/Qxxx -- o~·x

+Ax

Many players would not double in
the first place on that hand and few
indeed would go on arter a limit bid
of Two Spades. Yet . if there is any
justice in this wicked world Four Spades
should be duck _soup.
1
Problem No.5 (10 points)
The other support~rs of Two ·spades
I.M.P. · scoring, North-South vul- make it clear that they hope North will
bid again. Spurway remarks: " The
nerable, the bidding has gone:- .
bid can be passed , by partner but will
SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
not normally be "; while Smart vouch1\?
Dbl.
No
safes: " Partner will certainly go on
?
with anything like a take-out double."
South holds:Reese comes right out into the open
+A8753 \/- 0864 +K9752
and says:. ·.. I have no patience with
What should South bid?
players . who double _and then die on
Answer: Two Spades, 10; Two or me after a jump response." ·
Three Hearts, 8. .
So that a bid which is not even ·
The panel's vote: 5 for Two Spades, forcing for one round in theorY be3 for Two Hearts (Mrs. Markus,
comes, according to that method, near
Phillips, Rodrigue), 1 for Three Hearts enough game-forcing in practice.
(Swinnerton-Dyer).
Two Hearts ensures that game be
In standard ,practice a jump response reached and gives every chance of
to a take-out double is not forcing,
finding the right suit:even for one round, though it is inRooRIGUE: " Two Hearts. I want to
vitational. It follows that Two Spades be in game, and will .even consider n
is correct only. if the player considers diamond contract. It is also possible
that he lacks the strength to force to that Six Clubs may be on, and not ·
game.
·
. Four Spades. Give partner:
NUNES: "Two Spades. · I haven't
\?? OAKQ +Axxx with spades breakgame-going values and, in view of my ing four-two and clubs three-one."
heart void and East's silence, my
Living it. up this month, P. Swinnerpartner may well have wasted values ton-Dyer has an unexpected improin hearts and only ·tepid spades. Two visation.
Spades is encouraging, and I await
SWINNERTON-DYER: " Three Hearts.
developments."
We obviously have game-going valuesIt is not good tactics to essay an indeed the natural bid here is Four
immediate take-out double on minimum Spades. But there is no reason w~~
~alues wh~n part of the strength lies · we should not indicate the heart vot
m the enemy suit. Thus, if North has
on the way round, in case of a slam:
wasted hearts he should have more Besides, there is a slight mystery h~e~
!han minimum values. Further, North who has the hearts? If partner a
g hand.
IS vulnerable against not, and that
them he must also have a stron
h d
argues· extra strength. There are few to justify his intervention; now he a.
reasonable hands for North that do better be discouraged as soon .as eposst·
that.
not offer a good play for game.
ble, and Three Hearts will achteV
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·.. ·.
·· "It could ·even be that 3NT is the
only makable ·game: if North bids it,
after learning of my heart void, i shall
certainly pass."
Problem No. 6 (10 points) ,
Match-point pairs, love all, the bid.:
ding has gone:Sourn WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1NT
No

I+

1 ' • .'

SMART: "Two Clubs. In these
decadent days partner could · have · a
fistful of clubs and a singleton spade.
And aggressive West players have been
known to double Two' Spades on four
·to the King, Ten and hope.:·
P. Swinnerton-Dyer rides a lone
bicycle.

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game aU, the bidding
South holds:has gone:•AQJ83 ~96 074 - +A1075
Sourn
WEST
. NORTH EAST
What should South bid ?
1+
No
2~
No
Answer: Two Clubs, 10; Two Spade~,
3+
No
4+
No
7; No Bid, _4.
?
South holds:.
Tire panel's vote: 5 for Two Clubs,
+KQ543
~J6
OA3
+ KQ108
3 for Two Spades (Mrs. Markus,
What should South bid? ,
Nunes, Phillips), 1 for No Bid (Swinnerton-Dyer).
Answer: Four Hearts, 10; No Bid,
5; Four Diamonds, 3.
North-South are probably out-gunned
and the Two Spade bidders reckon
The panel's vote: 7 for Four Hearts,
they will do better by maybe going 1 for No Bid (Swinnerton-Dyer), 1 for
down in Two Spades than trying Two Four Diamonds (Fox).
Clubs and perhaps letting the enemy in.
This was pos'e d to find out whether
MRS. MARKus: " Two Spades. This the experts treat the sequence as forcing.
should keep everyone quiet, which can
Three Clubs, a new suit at the Three
only be in our favour even if I go down." level, was a one-round force and South
NUNES: "Two Spades. The wrong has a dead minimum for. that bid; if
shape for a pass. At pairs I am entitled he goes on after partner's simple raise
to take a chance in the major suit and
to Four Clubs it must be because he
Two Spades has the added adva~tage. considers the sequence forcing.
of keeping West out."
So far as I can see that means a new
suit at the Three level is virtually
.PHILLJPs: "Two Spades. Technically,
this shows a six suit. . But with the forcing to game- a far cry from original
opponents having probably the balance A col.
of h'1gh card str~ngth, our concern is
NuNES: "Four Hearts. . I could
more to shut them out than to seek never bring myself to bid Three Clubs,
our own optimum contract."
'
a high reverse, on this hand. Assuming
It seems to me that the balance of that I did so under duress I would
advantage lies there, rather than in have to bid a simple Four Hearts now.
the following answers:Partner has at least five of them."
PHILLIPS : " Four Hearts. Thoughtful
REESE:
"Two
Clubs.
Weak
~-2-2 hands are poison in 1NT. players now accept this return to the
Ides, partner often has a singleton major as a sign-off rather than a sl ~ m
try. True, we may alr~dy be too
spade With length elsewhere."

?
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and Rodrigue are prepared to take
their chances against One Spade.
- MRS. -MARKus: " Agree with the
pass. We could have plenty of high
cards and yet be unable to find a good
game contract, At match point pairs
I reckon that it is a reasonable gamble
to go for +300.
" There was also the chance, though
it has not eventuated, that West would
rescue after my penalty pass. In that
case we would have been well placed
to double him, wit~ the cafds lying
well for a defenders' cross-ruff."
Fox and others do not dig the penalty
pass and it is true that a club contract
will often score more.
REESE: "Prefer Three Clubs. You
can't be sure that you have good
defence to One Spade. Best is a straightforward Three CJubs. The hand should
play well in any suit contract. · Besides,
lJO beats 100, not to mention minus
160."
Answer to (b): Small spade, 10; King
of diamonds, 4.
The panel's v,ote: 7 for a small spade,
2 for King of diamonds (Fox, Reese).
The strategy underlying the ' spade
lead is to compel declarer, who has
possibly no entry to dummy, to lead
away from his holdings in the side suits.
RODRIGUE: " Two of Spades. No
reason to speculate on a lead from one
of my side suit holdings."
SMART: "Two of Spades. The main
chance is to find declarer with only
four trumps, in which case dummY
may have three; then we musdt s~o~
dummy ruffing the fourth roun
side suit. Anyway, it will pay to make·
declarer play the side suits himself.".
The diamond lead could cost a trtck
if declarer had, say, Q10xx.
y u
0
REEsE: " King of Diamonds.
must go for a few ruffs since yo~r
trumps are not front-rank solqiers."

high and, personally, I would have
preferred a limit raise to Three Hearts
on the previous round."
RoDRIGUE: " Four Hearts. Since
when is this hand worth a high reverse?
Not by my standards!
' · " I would have bid 2NT instead of
Three Clubs, yet (still by my standards)
I cannot pass now."
Peter (Pin - the - meqal - on - the horse) Swinnerton-Dyer records another dissenting judgment:SWINNERTON-DYER: "No Bid. I
expect this to be a minority view, if
only because Four Clubs is· forcing for
most people. But South has an absolute
minimum for his high reverse and
North has not rebid his hearts. I shall
be pleased to make Four Clubs and win
the rubber on the next hand."
Problem No. 8 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH WEST
NoRTH EAST
I+
No
No
Dbl.
No
No
No
South holds:+ 87542 ~Q8 OK3 + AJ108
(a) Do -you agree with South's pass
to One Spade doubled? State any
alternative that you consider preferable.
(b) Which card should South lead?
Answer to (a): Prefer Two Clubs, 10;
prefer Three Clubs, 6; agree with the
pass, or prefer INT, 4.
The panel's vote: 4 prefer Two Clubs
2 prefer Three Clubs (Reese, Spurway):
2 agree with the pass (Mrs. Markus,
Rodrigue), 1 prefers INT (Nunes).
North's protective double need not
be very strong. A ten count with
l-4 4 4 shape would be a reasonable min~mum, and even if he is stronger
a game m no trumps or hearts seems
unlikely. That is why Mrs. Markus

°
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Master Points Secretary:

F. 0. Bingham, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.l6
PROMOTIONS
To Life Master: E. J. Spurway, P. F. Spur~ay. Elder brother John just won
the race for the title; his win in the Portland Pairs having be~n recorded a few days
earlier than Paul's success iJ;l the Webber Cup (Wales).
To National Master: P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer.
To Master: G. Needham (Wales); E .. Jamieson (Staffs.); R. J. Roncoli (Yorks.);
Mrs. 0. Elias (Leics.); Mrs. J. B. Fulton (Yorks.); Mrs. R. G. Beck (Oxford);
Mrs. H. E. Healey (Oxford); J. W. Ernest (Wales); J. C. Jewson (Norfolk); C. J.
Morley (North-Western); D. H. Jones (Wales); S. Josephs (Leics.); Mrs. M. G.
Cole (Northern·Ireland); S. E. Machray (Wales). ,
LEADING SCORES
Life Masters: R. Sharples (380); J. Sharples (380); M. Harrison-Gray (367);
Mrs. F. Gordon (336); J. Nunes (343); A. Rose (320); B. H. Franks (314); J. Lazarus
(307); P. F. Spurway (306)"; E. J. Spurway (304).
·
Honorary Life Masters: ;s. Schapiro (282); L. Tarlo (213); J. T. Reese (188);
K. Konstam (165); N. Gardener (132); L. W. Dodds (98); A. Meredith (30).
National Masters: Miss D. Shanahan (268); C. Rodrigue (264); D. Rimington
{263); S. Booker (256); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (246); M. J: Flint (236); J. Hochwald
{233); Dr. M. Rockfelt (228); Dr. S. Lee (227); R. Swirner (227); I. Manning (2 26>:
R. A~ Priday (215); M. Wolach (215); F. Farrington (214); A. Finlay (2l 3 ~·
C. Vickerman (204); Mrs. M. Oldroyd (203); A. F. Truscott (195); I. M. Morn~
(194); Mrs. R. Markus (184); N. S. L. Smart (175); S. Blaser (167); R. Prest~
(166); Mrs. G. Durran (162); Mrs. A. M. Hiron (160); A. Dormer (159); P. ·
Swinnerton-Dyer (158).
• g

It is intended to publish lists of MASTERS by Counties, commenctn
month with:,

''

this

Berks. & Bucks.: Mrs. B. Gillbert (51); R: F. Price (53).
.
Derbyshire: Dr. J. C. Macfarlane (60); E. White (61).
D
. F C K
A T vmson
( )~von: · · eyte (50); G. Levey (86); W. G. Stewart (53); N. · ·

78

Essex: G. B.- Burrows (51).
Gloucestershirc: Mrs. Russell Jessop (61); L. T. Vowles (50).
Hertfordshire: G. Durran (71).
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CLASSIFIED ADVER TISEI\:fENTS
S/- per line. Special terms for a series
_BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
(

BARROW
H.uaow BRIDGE CLUB-16 Nortbwick Park
Road, Harrow. Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Brid~e in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnershios and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evening.

LO~..'DON

GRA~L> SLAM REsmENnAL BRIDGE CLua-21
Craven Hill W.2.
Phone: Pad 6842. Stake.s
1/- and 2/-.
Partnershio eveninils. Tuesday
and Thursday. Best 1/- and 2/- game in London.
Superb rooms. V1sitors welcome. Accommodation for tournaments.
.

BRISTOL
BRIDGE CLUB Manager/Secretary required.
Bristol Bridge Club, 6 Litfield House, Bristol 8.

TUITION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to imorove
rour aamc. Tuition, practice classes and leciures,
all under personal supervision: also pas tal courses.
The London School ofBridge, 38 King's Road,
London, S ..W.3. KENsington 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Pri.vate or Gr~up Tuition.
Practice classes. Dupltcate coachmg. Master
·P oints contests. Lectures. Folder Free from
the Mayfair Dridge Studio (Dept. 5). 110 Mount
Street. London. W.l or 'pbooe G.RO. 2844

CHAMPIONSHIP BRIDGE, by J. Patrick Dunne &
Albert A. Ostrow. A book for Bridge enthusiasts
who have graduated from preliminary standards
and are looking for more advanced instruction
to improve their game. 12/6 Post Free from
KESCA, 156 Rye Lane, London, S.E.IS.

If you are not already im annual subscriber, please make sure
that you receive future issues by completing the form below.
Order form

To the Publishers, The British Bridge World, Moore Batley
Ltd., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l.
Please enrol ~e as a subscriber to The British Bridge World,
as from .......................................................................................................(state month).
I enclose annual subscription of 30/-. '
NAME (in block capitals) ..........................................................................................
ADDRESS, (in block capitals) ..............................................................................

....................................................................................................-·······················-·····················-······
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; Directory . of ~.B:U. ·Affiliat€d
·Clttbs
LANCS.
LIVERPOOL-Liverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel: Royal 8180.
Ron. Sec., Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
Tue., Fri. afternoon. Duplicate Mon., Tues.,
and Fri. evenings.
ST. HELENs-.:.-st. Helens Contract Bridge Oub,
Sefton Arms Hotel, St. Helens. Hon. Sec.,
S. W. Rotheram. Tel.: St. Helens 7596. Dupli·
cate only Mon. and Fri.
LEICS,
LOUGHBOROUGit AND DISTRICT CoNTRACT
BRIDGE "CLUB, 14 Baxter Gate, Loughborough,
Leics. Tel.: 2220 (Club). Hon. Sec., A. B. '
Hammersley (MR.), 7 Beacon Drive, Laughborough. ('Phone: 3886). Duplicate, Wed.
7.30 p.m .. Fri. 7.15 p.m.

BERKSHIRE
READING BRIDGE CLUB. 35, Jesse Terrare,
Reading. Tel. Reading 52136. Hon. Sec.
G. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership,
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate alternate Monday
' evenings.
·
BUCKS
LYNCROFT BRIDGE CLUB-Packhorse Road,
Gerrards Cross, Gerrards Cross 4020. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. E. Stancer. Stakes 2d. Duplicate
every Monday eve., 1st and 3rd Thurs. afts.,
occasional Sat. eve. Cut-in rubber Mon., Tues.,
Thurs. aft. and Sat. eve. Partnership Tues. and
Fri. aft. and Thurs. eve. Tuition. Student
practice aft.
1

LONDON

DEVON
PLYMOUTH BRIDGE CLuB-Moor View House,
Moor.View Terrace, Plymouth. Plymouth 67733.
Hon. Sec., Col. R. L. Telfer. Stakes 2d. and 6d.
Partnership Monday afternoon (except 1st) 2d.;
Sat. evening 6d. Duplicate Thursday evening,
1st Monday afternoon.
RANTS
BoURNEMOUTH, GROVE RoAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road. Bournemouth 4311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. . Partnership, Thur. and Sat. aft., Sun. ·
evenmg. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd. Fri.
WESSEX ' CLUB-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemouth. Westbourne 640341.
Hon. Sec:, The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnersb1p, 6d. Mon. aft. and Wed. eve. 2d.,
Tues. aft. 3d., 1st and 3rd Sat. eve. Duplicate,
2nd and 4th Fri. eve. in each month.
HERTS
HODDESTON BRIDGE CLUB-High Street
Hoddesdon. Hoddesdon 3813. Han. Sec.:
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. ev~ning.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANKLIN, CRAJGMORE BRIDGE CLUB-Howard
R oad, Shanklin, I.W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S•. Danby. Stakes 2d. Partnership,
Mon. Duphcate, most Tues. (Ocl. to May).
KENT
FARNBOROUGit .AND DISTRICT CONTRACT
BRIDGE CLUB-Village Hall, Farnborough.
Famborough 54583. J-!on. Sec., L. E. C. Smith.
Stakes 1d. Partne~hlp, 2nd Fri. Duplicate,
~hd~~Js~thn~r~.rd Fn~, 7.30 p.m. Rubber bridge
Wm KENT CLun-12 Boyne Park Tunbrid e

~ells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21S13. Ho~.
~·· RM.H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partner-

s ap,
on, and Wed. 6d Wed and F · 3d
ra,
•
Duplicate, 1st and 3rd Sat.''(2.1S).' ·
Cts~cw-sidcup Bri~ge Club, Sidcup Golf
H u • S urst Road, Sadcup. Tel.: Foo 2150.
B 0 ~· h ecth P. J. Crofts, 6 Lonsdale Road
WxdeyFe!l D. S~akes 3d. Partnerships Mon:
e · n.
uphcate Mon. Wed.
~

GRAND SLAM RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE CLUB, 21
Craven Hill W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes l/and2/-. Partnership Evenings Tuesday &.Thuf'
day. Visitors welcome. Accommodation or
Tournaments.
•
LEDERERS CLUB, 115 Mount Street, W.l. Tel ..
May 7859. Stakes 1/-, 2/6 and 5/-. Duplicate
Tues.
1
MAYFAIR "BRIDGE STUDto-110 Mount 5 trrc •
W.l (2nd floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sc~., Mrs.
McEwen. Stakes 1/- and 6d. PartnershiP 0
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6~ •• •
evening 1/-. Duplicate pairs 1st Tbu~s. cJ:nS:.~·
2nd Sun. afternoon, teams 2nd an
•
eveninJ:S.
65 Bays·
PETER PAN CLuB-Peter Pan House,
water Road, W.2. Tel.: Padd 1938. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. F. Lewis. Stakes 6d., 1/- andQl/6.
Wav
STUDIO BRIDGE CLUD, 18a
ueens S ·'
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay Sd74 9d. ~~~ershlP
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 1/- an . 6 • n ion
Mon. and Fri. evenings. Duplicate 1st l'o •
MIDDLESEX
.
West
HIGHGATE BRIDGE CLun-80 HMaghga~sborn·
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., rs. Friday
Stakes 2 Partnership Wed. afternoon,
aft. and ~vening, Sat. evening. E 1 n Avenue,
RUJSLIP BRIDGE CLUB, 96 ve y Weldon.
Ruislip. RUislip 2521. Hon.FS~d·• E.t!i and Jrd
Stakes 2d. Duplicate every n ay,
pairs. Others, teams of 4.
SURREY
St Martin's
EPSOM-Mayfield Bridge Clu3s 2a H~n. sec.,
Avenue, Epsom. Epsom 49 • 6d Wed. aft.,
Mrs. L. McEwan. Stakes 3d. ~b~e~hip Mon.,
and 3d. and 6d. ~ri. aft.).
ftcate Tues., e\"e.o .
Wed. aft •. Wed., Fra., eve. Dup
Closed Sun. aft. and Thurs. alCLIday. Weybridge.
HEATH HOTEL AND BRIDGE un-O Ainger.
Weybridge 3620. J!on •. Seen'' 8~pli~te, M~·
Stakes 3d. Partnershtp Fn. a · aft and W""·
evening. Cut in Rubber every
•
b
evening.
ridge CIU
WALTON-oN-TILUrES-Plndat B Walton-on·
(and School), 28 Esher Avenus~ Mrs· o.
Thames. Walton 21916. H'bl· Tu~ e\·enin~
Balmer. Stukes 3d. Part!lers fhur. e;cnini•
Wed. aft. Fri. eve. Duplicate
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·sussEX .

IIOGNOR. . Cum-2 Sudley Road, Bognor ,
Regis. Bognar Regis 200. Hon. s~c., Mrs.
Jauldcn. Bridge every afternoon except Sun.
and Fri. Partnership Wed. Duplicate Tues. 1st
in the month. Bridge Fri. eve.
HORSHA.\f BRIDGE CLUB -2:!A East Stred,
Horsham, Sussex. Horo;ham 4921. Hon. Sec.,
Mn. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric, Horsham.
Stakes 6d., 3d., I d. Partnership, Sun. eve.,
Wed. and Fri. aft. 3d., Thur!i. eve. I d. Duplicate
Tues. eve. Cut-in Mon. eve. 6d., Mon. aft.,
Thurs. aft., Sat. aft. and eve. 3d. Beginners;
tuition by arrangement.

HoVE-The Avenue Bridge Club, 15 Third
Avenue, Hove. Hove 35020. Hon. Sec., Capt.
J. Gelston. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership,
Mon. and Thurs. aft. 3d., Wed. and Sun. evening
6d. Duplicate Tues.

WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BR.lDOE CLUB11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Se~., Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.

Partt:tershtp, Tu.es. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sat.
evenmg. Duphcate Sunday.
WARWICKSHIRE

BRIDGE CJRCLr:-101 Harbome Road, Birmingham 15. Edgbaston 1879. Open several
days a week. Available to visitors by arrangement.
HEATIIERCROFT BRIDGE CLUD-2 Pebble MiU '
Road, Birmingham 5. SELIY Oak 0448. Stakes ~
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve:, Mon. aft., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS

LEEDS BRIDGE CLUB Lm.-Moortown Comer
House, Lef'ds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. M. Mayne. Stakes 6d. and 1/-. Duplic:lte,
Tues. and Thur.

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, ·partnership days, duplic~te days) to be
·listed in this Directory· every month? If so,' p1ease. write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.

RESULT OF 'APRIL COMPETITION
Many solvers did not avoid the 3NT trap on Problem 2, and on the next question .
there was an over-disciplined tendency to give preference for one of partner's suits.
The lead problem was well handled by most though a few chose the Queen of Hearts,
which might be the only way for declarer to make his King.
Max. 100
Winner
.
94
G. P. LITTLER, 81, King Edward Road, St. Helens, Lanes.
Second
83
A. P. DRIVER, 22 Walnut Lane, Hartford, Northwich, Cheshire.
Equal Third
R. A. MACLEOD, 302 Golfhill Drive, Dennistown, Glasgow, E.l
82
82
E. C. MILNES, 181 Highgate, Heaton, Bradford 9. ,
l. MORRELL, Moorside Farm, Low Moor, Bradford
82
Other leading scores: J. E. GoRDON, 81; J. CHAPMAN, 80; S. KETT, R. W. TARRANT,
C. VICKERMAN, 79; A. A. PRESCOTT-DAY, Mrs. T. Simons, I. G. SMITH, 78; M.S.
Buckley, N. F. CHouLARTON, J. K. KROES, 76; J. HAI..SALL, 74; D. K. BEEVER,
G. G. FowuE, Col. R. L. TELFER, K. K. SYKES, 73; J. K. PATES, N. A. -WATKINSON,
72; J. s. TAYLOR, 71; J. R. DAVIDSON, L. G. HELM, MISS MAJ.KEN JOHNSON,
I<. REtTSEMA, 70. G. P. J. WHITE, Ibadan, Nigeria, scored 78 m the March
Competition.
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· c~~"~ftitiqri ReSults
CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL

tst

12VP

_, 2nd 12VP
3rd 12VP

L. Tarlo; H. Franklin; K. W. Konstam; M. Wolach; B. Schapiro;
Mrs. R. Markus.
R. A. Priday; A. F. Truscott; P. Swinnerton-Dyer; J. Beale;
D. Rimington; Dr. R. Forbes.
G. G. Endicott; C. J. Morley; P. E. Morley; R. Kennedy; K. Barbour,
after a tie.

GOLD .CUP (Round IV) :
M. Harrison-Gray (London) beat J. H. Taylor (Yorks.) 52 I.M.P.
To play: H. Brooke (Yorks.) v Mrs. H. Rye (London).
E. Gordon (NWCBA) v L. Tarlo (London).
R. A. Priday (London) v N. Gardener (London).
M. A. Porter (Warwicks.) v R. Dorsey (Yorks.)
I. Manning (Yorks.) v M. F. Saunders.(London).
HUB~T PHILL~S

BOWL (Round IV)

Miss D. R. Shanahan (London) beat A. H. Dalton (Surrey)
. J. Hochwald (Yorks.) · .
,
P. 0. S. Johnson (Warwicks.)
J. H. Taylor (Yorks.)
,
G. G. Endicott (NWCBA)
,
·E . F. Briscoe (WarWicks.)
E. Jamieson (Staffs.)
P. Juan (London)
,
Mrs. P.M. Williams (London)
, Mrs. P. Forbes (London)
,
Mrs. F. Gordon (London)
The Draw for Round V is
P. Juan v Miss D. R. Shanahan
J. Hochwald v Mrs. R~ Markus
Mrs. M. T. Lees or J. R. L. Thompson v Mrs. P. Forbes
E. F. Briscoe v J. H. Taylor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

National Pairs (Qualified for the Final)
' Dr. P. A. Browne, R. Frances
12. A. Bowen, J. Sargeant
F. North, J. Pugh
13. Mr. and Mrs. Hall
C. R. B. Murray, C. Pentecost
14. P. Tottenham, E. Jamieson
J. Griffiths, E. Seldon
15. R. T. Higson, R. Brock
Mr. and Mrs. Davis
16. E. L. Figgis, K. Barbour
R. A. Priday, J. Flint
17. J. Hochwald, J. Bloomberg
M. Harrison-Gray, A. Dormer
18. G. P. Littler, K. W. Littler
K. Woodward, A. Woodward
19. C. Vicherman, E. C. Milner
Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson
20. A. J. Preston, G. Fink
E. J. Spurway, P. F. Spurway
21. N. E. Southern, K. Howard
M. Porter, L. Levey
22. Mrs. Fearn, F. Dean
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Points
5740

2880
390
370
1870
80

· .·tiSt .Of·secretaries
R. F. CoRWEN, 535 Otley Road, Adel, Leeds, 16.
H. LAwsoN, 1 Benett Drive, Hove 4.
MRS. A. L. FLEMING, 12 Frant Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
H. COLLI~s, 54, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4
Hon. Treasurer
ilon. Tournament Secretary ... MAJOR GEOFFREY FELL, Craven Lead Works,
Skipton,_Yorkshire. (Phone: Skipton 3032)..
Master Points Secretary
F. BlNGHAM, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.16.
Hon. Registrars
Messrs. LEAVER CoLE & Co.
· The Council of tl}e English Bridge Union is made up of Delegates from County
and Afea Associations, whose Secretaries are as follows:BERKS. & BUCKS. . . .
Mrs. E. Matthews, 10 Sutton A venue, Slough.
DERBYSHIRE
E. White, Flat 2, 193 Station St., Burton-on-Trent
DEVON
J. Hammond, 6 St. Michael's Road, Torquay.
ESSEX
Miss M. Eve, 40 Forest Way, Woodford Wells
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
W. N. Morgan-Brown, 5 Douro Road, Chelten-

Chairman
Vice-Chairman ...
Secretary

.

~m

HERTFORDSHIRE ...

KENT...

.

LEICESTERSHIRE ...
LINCOLNSHIRE
LONDON

MIDDLESEX
NORFOLK
NORTH EASTERN ...
NORTH WESTERN
NOTfJNGHAMSHIRE
OXFORDSHIRE
SOMERSET ...
SOUTHERN COUNTIES
STAFFORDSHIRE
SUJuu:y

C. G. Grenside, 13 Kirkwick Avenue, Harpenden ·
Mrs. R. H. Corbett, West Kent Club, Boyne Park,
Tunbridge Wells
L. G. Cayless, Farm Edge, Leicester Road,
Thurcaston
S. Vincent, 46 The Park, Grimsby
F. Pitt-Reynolds, 32 Highbucy Place, London,
N.S
Mrs.
Johnston, Flat 2, Redington Grange,
42 Redington Road, London, N.W.3
The Hon. Pamela Walpole, Tunstead Old House,
Tunstead, Norfolk.
A. A. Deane, 34 Westlands, High · Heaton,
Newcastlc-on-Tyne 7
Mrs. H. T. Halewood, 7 Mendip Rd., Liverpool, 17
Mrs. D. M. Hopewell, Crantock, 480 Mansfield
Road, Nottingham.
Mrs. R. G. Beck, 1 Blenheim Drive, Oxford .
Mrs. R. E. Philipps, 30 ~enleaze Park Dnve,
Henleaze, Bristol
Mrs. w. Davy, Lindsay Manor, Lindsay Road,
Bournemouth
Mrs. D. M. Hallett,~86 Tettenhall Road, Wolverhampton.
R. F. R. Phillips, 110 Banstead Road South,
Sutton
. ·
.
Mrs. F. North, 18 Westboume Vdlas, Hove
H. K . Cooke, 46 Vauxhall Street, Birmingham, 4
R. D. Allen, 28 Britannia Square, Worcester
Mrs. A. Cartwright, 146 Soothill Lane,.Batley, Yks.

1:
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Diary ·Of ·"EVents
I

May

19
. 20-22

1960
CHARITY CHALLENGE CUP (SIMULTANEOUS
PAIRS)
N.W.C.B.A. CONGRESS •..

22 LONDON MIXED PAIRS FINAL
28-29 . INTERNATIONAL PAIRS TOURNAMENT
29
LONDON FLITCH FINAL
.

. Ji:me

July

3-6
.10-12

GoLD CuP FINAL
YORKSHIRE CONGRESS

11-12

RICHARD LEDERER MEMORIAL CUP

passim
Grand,
Manchester
Ken. Pal. Hotel
Vichy
Ken. Pal. Hotel
London
Royal,
Scarborough
Ken. Pal. Hotel

4-14 · INTERNATIONAL SUMMER TOURNAMENT . ... L'!banon
Full particulars from:
Secretary-Mrs. A. L. FLEMING
12 Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent

. I

·':Late Results
Pachabo Cup, played at Leicester on May 7-8:
1st Yorkshire; 2nd Sussex; 3rd Surrey.
Anne Reese Cup, played in London on May I:
1st; Mrs. P. A.' Broke and Mrs. L. ~· Allwood, Norfolk.
London Congress, played in London from May 7-9:
Teams-of-four: M. Harrison Gray, A. Dormer, R. Sharples,
J. Sharples.
Pairs Championship: Miss D. Coen and J. D. Collings.
Piccadilly Cup: Mrs.· R. Markus, B. Schapiro, A. Morehead,
K. Konstam.
,·

Mecca Pairs: J. D. Collings and D. Priest.
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